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Abstract 
 

The intense growth of information systems and domain services has made it difficult to provide accurate and relevant information in 

relation to queries and domain service needs. Conventional domain service categorization facilitates searching for related services and 

helps to determine classification with defined domain service knowledge and taxonomy, but it fails to relate the service which is concep-

tually related as such. The nonexistence of any automated mechanism for domain knowledge and taxonomy enhancement causing a high 

number of irrelevant services information discovery for a requested query. This paper proposes a Probability Relevance Classification 

(PRC) approach to overcoming the constraint of automatic classification and conceptual knowledge enhancement through constructing 

relevance domain knowledge semantically in support of Domain Ontology Model (DOM). The proposed PRC approach classifies the 

information in support of a customized Naive Bayes method and Semantic Terms Similarity method in association to DOM constructed. 

The experimental assessment of the recommended approach shows an improvement in the service classification and achieves better rele-

vance results in related to the service query request. The classification accuracy in comparison with the existing classifiers shows an im-

provisation of the proposal. 
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1. Introduction 

The emergence of internet and e-business over the web in support 

of information services is the next level of evolution [1 - 3] which 

provides the flexibility to integrate applications through standard 

protocols [4-5]. The classification of services utilizing a diversity 

of mechanisms generally facilitates the discovery of Information 

services. They have thousands of communities to make decisions 

and assign the appropriate category for a service and even the 

Information services have a large distribution in a different do-

main. This makes quite challenging for the interpretation of this 

information relation among this information without having a 

clear association and the knowledge of the multi-level hierarchical 

taxonomies of such information distributions [6 - 9]. As a result, a 

number of services related to a specific customer service request, 

the service might not be considered during the service discovery. 

It features a complete categorization of the information domain 

service in association to necessitate for appropriate expertise and 

knowledge. 

The existing information discovery systems, such as search en-

gines, return a long list of results based on keyword matching. 

However, users typically view only the top few documents in the 

long list of results that the search engine returns. To do this, the 

information retrieval system needs to display the most relevant 

documents at the top in order to improve user satisfaction with the 

search engine. However, without knowledge of the user context, it 

is difficult to do this because the "relevance" of the document 

depends on the user and the individual query. Even the limitation 

of automatic classification of information and information services 

erstwhile exhaustively researched in the recent decade [10-12]. 

The necessity for maintaining tools and methods is mounting with 

the constantly increasing amount of information and services ac-

cessible in "e-libraries", "web commerce", "blogs" and "forums" 

[13-15]. 

On the earlier, it may have an immense information quantity ne-

cessitate for explicit categorizing texts as be appropriate to the 

specific options for a "subject domain" which is moreover an ex-

ceptionally significant topic in "information processing technolo-

gies for knowledge discovery". This assignment can be made pos-

sible by given that resources for "supervising the classification" of 

the text quantity observed for corresponding the domain services 

[15 - 17]. The traditional systems are mostly based on keyword 

input to extract the relevant information. The obtained results have 

a large list of results which is very difficult to relate the require-

ment need. However, a document without user's knowledge of the 

"relevance" of the user and this task because it depends on a sepa-

rate query, the user must have knowledge. They surf the web 

anonymously through a proxy, which most users, which is a major 

drawback and identities are unseen and tough to get. So, these 

dependencies of user input query over these systems have limita-

tions in terms of providing the accurate information and user satis-

faction.  

In case of service-oriented computing [11], [18] the process of 

searching and recommendation has an intense problem due to 

highly depended on the "UDDI registries" and the search key-
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words to provide the search result [19], [20]. Similarly, a user's 

search query is usually based on the information summary needs 

and is also based on an approximation. Accurate matching is an 

inadequate way to find correct or even relevant information based 

on terminology in search queries. Instead, users find that users 

really want to understand the method and they can use the rela-

tionships between these terms. These terms, the user is only a 

rough approximation of the target information or may be unfamil-

iar with the search engine's mechanisms, especially due to ambi-

guity or even inaccuracy for certain types of information. 

This paper intends to contribute a Probability Relevance Classifi-

cation (PRC) approach using Semantic Terms Similarity method 

and probability measures using modified Naive Bayes method [2], 

[10]. It utilizes a domain ontology model (DOM) for classification 

and decision making. So far, ontology has appeared as the means 

for extracting knowledge from a past available "domains", 

"application", and "tasks" [13], [16]. It is mainly involved in the 

various development process of the classification which enhances 

the necessitate of "semantic-based applications" and it also 

provides the necessary information for representing the "domain-

oriented conceptualization". By means of development of the 

"Semantic Web" and the occurrence of a large number of imple-

ments for "ontology construction", "management and contribu-

tion", "ontology regarding different knowledge domains" are pre-

viously presented [18]. Their participation in "machine learning-

based knowledge discovery" has improved and shows potential 

outcomes being achieved. The initial ontology knowledge will 

build using known domain service documentation and then auto-

matically updated later during runtime classification. This ap-

proach allows modification the classifier to the background ac-

quaintance for the particular domain automatically and improves 

classifiers to classify unknown domain service documents more 

accurately and more precisely. 

The following paper presents a background study in section-2, in 

section-3 a detail explanation of the proposed probability rele-

vance classification approach is discussed, in section-4 discuss the 

experiment evaluation and results and section-5 conclude the con-

clusion of the paper. 

2. Background study 

In the past, various researchers presented the enhancement to the 

"role of context" in asserting different circumstance of domains in 

different areas such as, "artificial intelligence", "context awareness 

applications", and "information retrieval". There is numerous 

description that can put into the description of the user circum-

stance, but here it believes three important factors that participate 

an important responsibility in "personalized Web information 

extraction". These three self-determining but interrelated aspect 

will be the "short-term information requirements", such as queries 

of current activities or localized context, the semantic familiarity 

of the domain beneath exploration, and user profiles that capture 

long-term awareness. Each of these elements is considered a 

source of important evidence that is part of the knowledge that 

sustains the user's context ambiguity about accessing information.  

The reconsider of associated work in literature concern for the 

accomplishments in the "domain service classification" with on-

tology involvedness are discussed in [21 - 23]. The argument defi-

nitions for syntactic or semantic concepts phrase varies according 

to the document classification methods for the classification of 

services [24], [25].  

Sergeja Vogrincic et al. [6] proposed an approach for "multi-label 

classification" of domain text. The "semi-automatic ontology" is 

implemented so that the discovered documents can detect the most 

noteworthy concepts in the domain, and subsequently, these 

conceptions are utilized as possible topics of previously unknown 

text. A "Multi-label classification" operation is converted to one or 

more "single-label operations". The conversion method can be 

utilized through any classifier that can approximate the probability 

allocation for the class such as, "Support Vector Machines", "De-

cision Tree", "Naive Bayes", and "k-nearest neighbors" have been 

implemented to evaluate the conversion method. It has taken into 

explaining the relationship among dissimilar labels by directly 

handling the multi-label data. The "Multi-label neural network" 

and "multi-label k-nearest neighbor algorithms" are being utilized. 

Lina Yao et al. [26] proposed an innovative approach which uni-

fies the recommendations of "collaborative filtering" and "content-

based information" services. A systematic approach that combines 

classic "collaborative filtering" and "content-based recommenda-

tion" employ a "three-way aspect model". It considered the simi-

larities of semantic information services simultaneously with user 

ratings and presents a hybrid approach. This approach mostly 

depends on the semantically defined information services for the 

recommendation which limiting the capacity of the service's 

recommendation. 

Hai Dong et al. [27] considered three major issues in online crawl-

ing as, precisely and efficiently service discovery, information 

formatting, and indexing information over the Internet with the 

intention of mining the service. The effort proposes a novel self-

adaptive SASF crawler in the account of the above issue for the 

solution. Without the framework of the Web environment, in order 

to keep up the concert of the crawler, crawling on the semantic 

ontology learning methods. The existence of unsupervised learn-

ing vocabulary based on this research lies in drafting, and seman-

tically related concepts and metadata for matching the discoveries 

of a hybrid algorithm. 

Qinming He et al. [28], presented a framework for text classifica-

tion with ontological support to structure and categorize text doc-

uments. The organization of ontology provides an inter-relation of 

items structure knowledge which helps to extract the required 

information to express the relation with the specific domains. The 

ontology supports organization aids to generate well-constructed 

outcome documents that outline a "vector spaces" with 

characterizing semantically. In general, ontological support is 

provided as an inference rule to avoid ambiguity in meaning. Two 

"machine learning algorithms" are executed in the designing for 

construction of classifiers and classifying unidentified text articles. 

Jian Ma et al. [29], proposes an Ontology-based Text Mining 

(OTMM) method to cluster research proposals in a research fund-

ing agency. Ontology in the domain of research is created to cate-

gorize different research areas. The proposals are then classified 

into different disciplines and a text clustering algorithm, Self-

organized Mapping, is applied to cluster the research proposals on 

the basis of similarity. After the grouping, the proposals are as-

signed to the reviewers. Hence this approach reduces the time of 

grouping the research proposals and assigning to the intended 

reviewers and promotes efficiency in proposal grouping process. 

E. Alan Calvillo et al. [30] proposes a method to cluster research 

papers by using text clustering. The K-Means algorithm is used to 

implement the semi-supervised learning clusters to identify and 

approximate search using as per defined pattern. The limitation of 

this work is that it applies semi-automatic learning from a 

knowledge base. An automatic learning process can be applied 

that can enhance the search for the manipulated texts. Such tech-

niques can be applied to the database knowledge with the help of 

filter, wrapper, and even ontology. 

S. C. Punitha and M. Punithavalli [31], studied two approaches for 

text clustering and compared them. The first method is based on 

pattern recognition with semantic driven methods for clustering 

text documents. The second method is an ontology-based text 

clustering approach. Both algorithms are analyzed in terms of 

efficiency and speed of clustering. Experiments proved that both 

techniques were efficient in clustering process, but the perfor-

mance of ontology-based approach was better in terms clustering 

quality, but a relatively slow speed because of more computations. 

M. M. Gowthul Alam and S. Baulkani [32] proposed a web doc-

ument clustering algorithm name as WDC-KABC. The process of 

the WDC-KABC algorithm is based on the features of "K-means" 

and "Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)". The proposed algorithm main 

objective is to cluster all relevant documents. It utilizes the ABC 

algorithm as global clustering optimizer and k-means as local 
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clustering optimizer. The analytical study of the WDC-KABC 

over different datasets and with the existing algorithms it shows an 

improvisation in the performance measures. 

The classification techniques [29], [33] have shown promising 

performance in current research development. The information 

data collected for the classification of web services mostly con-

sists of web documents hyperlinks and their actions on the web-

pages elements which run the background processes. These infor-

mation knowledge are quite limited for the classification of web 

services. In this aspect, a domain ontology knowledge of the se-

mantic category will be very useful support. We enhance this de-

velopment with ontology support in this paper aiming different 

service domain ontology with automatic ontology updating.  

3. Proposed probability relevance classifica-

tion approach 

The proposed Probability Relevance Classification (PRC) ap-

proach of domain services performed categorizing in two phases 

as shown in Figure-1. In the first phase, we discuss the construc-

tion of domain ontology model (DOM) is performed, and in the 

second phase, we discuss the mechanism of classification using 

probability relevance using modified Naive Bayes method. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed Architecture of Probability Relevance Classification 

Approach. 

 

The approach performs the mapping of service to a domain service 

ontology in a different level of dimension by using a semantic 

similarity and further estimates the probability of relevance for a 

decision of service information relevancy and classification. 

3.1. Construction of domain ontology model (DOM) 

It is often implemented in a logic-based ontology domain 

knowledge to use, and accurate classification for the existing facts 

[34] from the argument of semantics to web pages. Ning Zhong 

[35] discussed different methods of data mining, natural language 

understanding, and learning policy and proposed a domain ontolo-

gy. Roberto Navigli et al. [36] understand the terms and relation-

ships from the web to discover the OntoLearn development docu-

ments. Web content mining methods exist for learning the mean-

ing of the domain-specific knowledge from text documents used 

by Jiang and Tan [17]. In this section, a model for construction 

domain ontology for Information services is introduced.  

3.1.1. Information extraction 

To construct organized service ontology it is important to know 

different domain service knowledge. This needs to cover the re-

quired subject and topic information to build a knowledge struc-

ture. To do so we collected few known information services doc-

uments categorically and extracts the available metadata infor-

mation. The obtained metadata undergoes a preprocessing mecha-

nism to remove the standard and non-relevant terms to generate 

the associated Information Service Terms (IST) collection. The 

IST collection set is the references for two or more domain service 

subjects which are related in some manner with each other in an 

ontology hierarchy. 

3.1.2. Construction of DOM 

The constructed DOM is performed using the IST generated from 

the information service documents. To initiate the construction we 

first identify the Parent Service (PS) category. The PS category is 

to be the main head of a service ontology under which Child Ser-

vice (CS) category are linked, and finally, to each CS, multiple 

Service Terms (ST) are being linked to construct the DOM struc-

ture. The model continues the linkage of CS to PS using the IST to 

construct the service ontology model for the classification refer-

ence.  

The construction of the DOM initiated for an Information Service 

(IS) category which will consist of a two dimension vector for 

Parent Service category as V_PS and a vector for child Service 

category as V_CS having key and value pair combination. These 

can be represented as,  

 

                                     (1) 

 

                            (2) 

 

The vectors are interlinked through a unique id generated for each 

parent service information node, to which the child information is 

bonded. Each child service node is linked to its associated infor-

mation service terms (IST) in a two-dimensional vector as V_ST, 

and it can be represented as, 

 

                    (3) 

 

The above linkage of vector V_PS, V_CS and V_ST are an 

illustration for information service DOM structure is shown in 

Fig.2. 

 

 
Fig. 2: An Illustration DOM Structure. 

3.2. Probability relevance classification (PRC) 

The Probability Relevance Classification approach implements 

two methods to classify the information document as, 1). Semantic 

Term Similarity Method, and 2). Probable Measure using Modi-

fied Naive Bayes Method. The integration model will be improvis-

ing the accuracy of classification using the defined service ontolo-

gy model.  

3.2.1. Semantic term similarity method 

This Semantic Term Similarity Method identified the documents 

which are semantically related to the constructed DOM 

knowledge. The document which is above the relevant threshold is 

being considered for the service discovery classification. The 

"Semantic-based classification" generally performs relevance 

association computation [1 - 4] to relate the terms semantic rele-

vancy. The document of a service of information, the semantic-

based classification of metadata and identity of each service will 

V_PS = [('p', 'PS_Categoryp'), ('p+1', 'PS_Category (p+1)'),  . . . .  , ('p+n', 'PS_Category (p+n)')x], and 

V_CS(p) = [('c', 'CS_Categoryc'), ( 'c+1', 'CS_Category (c+1)') ,  . . . .  , ('c+k', 'CS_Category (c+k)')x]. 

V_ST(p, c) = [('t', 'ST_Termt'), ('t+1', 'ST_Term(t+1)') ,  . . . .  , ('t+s', 'ST_Term(t+s)')x] 
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compute the similarity between the terms information. To perform 

the association of the discovered document we derived a Semantic 

Term Similarity method [37]. The information of such words and 

phrases or metadata are considered to finds its relevance. 

Sometimes it may also be associated with other domain elements 

it may belong to. 

Let's consider a domain page, Đ which consists of a set of terms 

belong a domain page as, Đ = {t1, t2, . . . . , in }. To find the seman-

tic association we calculate the relation between the terms and the 

metadata of the domain page semantically using a frequent of term 

count procedure as, freq(t) for understanding the similarity de-

pendency of document terms to the terms by using the equation 

(4). 

 

                                                                         (4) 

 

where, T is the terms of domain page related to the terms of do-

main ontology Mk , and Z is the total number of extracted terms 

from information service documents.  

In order to compute the "Semantic Term Similarity", we measure 

the probable similarity relevancy as P(t|s), with the information 

service DOM category term represent as M, against each discov-

ered document as d, and its terms as t to classify the document 

service category using the equation (5). 

 

                                                          (5) 

 

Let's assume an information service document, d have a phrase 

likes “Laptop and Mobile Sales”. Using the equation(5) we can 

compute the probable "Semantic Term Similarity" in related to 

DOM, Mi as,  

 

                                        (6) 

 

And, the computed 𝑠  (    ) are processed in a     simi-

larity measure computation, where T is the terms of the document 

and M is the DOM for each domain as shown in Table-1. 

 
Table 1:     Similarity Measure 

 M1 M2 ... Mk ∑𝑣  𝑢 𝑠  

t1 sim(t1,M1) sim(t1,M2) ... sim(t1,Mk) ∑ 𝑠  (𝑡    )
 
     

t2 sim(t2, M1) sim(t2,M2) ... sim(t1,Mk) ∑ 𝑠  (𝑡    )
 
     

... ... ... ... ... ... 

tn sim(tn, M1) sim(tn M2) ... sim(tn,Mk) ∑ 𝑠  (𝑡    )
 
     

 

Based on the total  of the document we decided either the 

document need to considered for the service classification or not 

depend on the relevance threshold value. 

3.2.2. Classification using modified naive bayes method 

The functionality of a "Naive Bayes Classifiers" is completely 

independent of the class attribute values variations, which general-

ly being termed as "Condition-Independence". This approach is 

constructed based on the assumption for the simplification and 

generalization of class information in relating to the "Naïve 

Bayes" probability assumptions. The constructed class information 

symbolize the character of the class attribute relation which 

supports classifier for the accuracy classification. It was experi-

enced that "Bayes approach" is used in assured circumstances and 

it’s extremely reliant on the hypothesis of the target classification 

information for the proficient outcomes. Because of high 

dependency, a little divergence in the supposition hypothesis con-

structs a set of inaccuracy in recognition. In the proposed classifi-

cation method we modified the Naive Bayes to compute the prob-

ability of relevance in compare to the designed ontology model M 

as shown in Figure-3.  

 

 
Fig. 3: Probable Relevance Classification Using Naive Bayes. 

 

In the Figure-3, M consists of p number of PS and each PS consist 

of c number of CS. The t represents the terms in the service docu-

ments. The probability of relevance of terms t with CS is defined 

as, pr(t(1→n) ∩ cs(1→k)). Based on this pr (cs1-k) obtained for each 

CS, we select the highest probable relevance CS as, pr(C) to clas-

sify the service document. The methodology of the modified Na-

ïve Bayes is to compute the Bayes probability similarity, β 

relevant to DOM terms for efficiently classifying the data sets as 

provided in Algorithm-1. 

Algorithm-1: Probable Measure using Modified Naïve Bayes 

Method 

Input:  

T [ ] → Set of Information Service Terms 

Service_ontologySet[ ][ ] → n-dimensional vector of service on-

tology[ ] 

Service_Terms[ ] → Set of Sevice Terms from Ser-

vice_ontologySet[ ][ ]  

For each term ti of T []  

For of each Service_ontologySet [ci] [ ]  

Service_Terms[ ] ← Service_ontologySet[x][ y]  

For each service term of si in Service_Terms [k]  

Compute the Bayes probability similarity, β of  

si in Service_Terms [k] 

End for 

End for 

IF Β >=1 THEN 

TI, CLASSIFIED AS → CI 

END IF 

END for 

To evaluate the above proposal we perform an extensive analysis 

of more than 100 different information services pages collected 

from a different domain. 

4. Experiment evaluation 

4.1. Datasets 

We are using the information services metadata to generate a syn-

thetic data for the experimental investigation of the service ontol-

ogy structure as shown in Figure-4 and also collected 100 different 

information services pages from different domains for test data-

base. The domain information is collected from well-known ser-

vice related to four domains as HealthCare, E-Commerce, 

Travelling and Manufacturing from Open Directory Project 

(http://www.dmoz.org/). The constructed ontology model will 

support service classification. 

 

𝑓𝑟 𝑞(𝑡) =  
 𝑛  

𝑍
,  ∈   𝑘  

𝑠  ( :  ) =  𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏  
(𝑡 ∩   )

    
  

𝑠  ( :  ) =  𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏  
(𝐿 𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑝, 𝑜𝑏   , 𝑆   𝑠) ∩  )
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Fig. 4: DOM of Information Services and Reuters-21578 Dataset. 

 

To extend the evaluation of a data set collection we choose a Reu-

ters-21578 Datasets. It consists of 22 SGML-DTD data file and 

each file consisting of 1000 records, and each records describing 

data format related to six categories which are used to index the 

data for text categorization. The datasets provide a classification 

task with challenging properties having multiple categories with 

overlapping and not exhaustive relationships among the categories 

[37]. To evaluate and measure the system we implement a series 

of experiments to evaluate the PRC approach with synthetic and 

Reuters-21578 Datasets and perform the Precision and Recall 

calculations for the evaluation. 

4.2. Results evaluation 

4.2.1. Results using synthetic data 

The analysis made using synthetic data using different domain 

queries with a variation of association threshold value from 10 to 

100. The related classified information service list is shown in 

Table-2. 

 
Table 2: Classified Information Services in Different Services 

Parent Service 

Terms (PS) 

Child Service 

Terms (CS) 

Classified Information Services 

Results 

HealthCare General Care http://www.carehospitals.com/ 
HealthCare General Care http://www.owaisihospital.com/ 

HealthCare Cancer care http://www.apollohospitals.com/ 

E-Commerce General http://www.quikr.com/ 
E-Commerce General http://www.ebay.in/ 

E-Commerce General http://www.jabong.com/ 

Travel Air http://www.airindia.com/ 
Travel Air http://www.jetairways.com/ 

Travel Rail http://www.indianrail.gov.in/ 

Travel  Bus http://www.ksrtc.in/ 
Travel  Bus http://www.redbus.in/ 

Manufacturing Textiles http://www.vtiltowels.com/ 

Manufacturing Textiles http://www.yarnsandfibers.com/ 
Manufacturing Plastic http://www.calcuttaplastics.in/ 

 

Figure-5 and 6 describe the precision and recall performance 

against the relevancy threshold of PRC approach. The ontology-

based classification shows an improvisation precision with a low 

recall against different relevancy threshold. Relevancy threshold is 

a value which controls the filter of the relevant document for a 

query. The higher the threshold, the higher is the precision, which 

proves the improvisation of the proposal. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Precision vs Relevancy Threshold 

 

 
Fig. 6: Recall vs Relevancy Threshold. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Precision vs Top n-documents. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Recall vs Top N-Documents. 

 

Figure-7 and 8 describe the precision and recall measures of PRC 

in compare with the standard search result [30]. The standard 

search result means the normal result is retrieved from the search 

engine for the query. It shows result comparison with top n-

documents retrieved for the query for the number of results ob-

tained from 10 to 60. It shows a better precision against standard 

search result due to the support of DOM knowledge and also 

runtime updating also improvise it further. 
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4.2.2. Results using reuters-21578 datasets 

To evaluate the extensive performance of PRC we compare the 

classification with existing DT Tree and NB Tree classifiers [3], 

[10], using Reuters-21578 Datasets. The experiment evaluation 

measure "True positive", "False positive", "True negative" and 

"False negative" to compute the performance of the classifiers as 

shown in Figure-9. It shows an average of 25% of improvisation 

in compare to the existing classifiers. 

 

Fig.9: Classification Accuracy Comparison vs Reuters Dataset Records. 

 

Fig-9 illustrates the classification accuracy performance at a 

different scale of data records. The result shows an improvement 

in accuracy rate in comparison to the existing classifiers due to the 

correctness of the class prediction due to DOM knowledge sup-

port. With the increasing number of data records, the proposed 

PRC construct more DOM knowledge which makes it achieve an 

accuracy level of 25% higher in comparing the existing classifiers 

suggesting the clear impact of the DOM knowledge in information 

classification and in the search improvisation.  

To have a further comparative analysis with an existing proposal 

with WDC-KABC proposed in [32] to measure the classification 

of the relevant document. It is based on "K-means and Artificial 

Bee Colony (ABC)" mechanism to perform relevant document 

clusters. In the evaluation of Precision, Recall and Accuracy 

measures using Reuters-21578 Datasets it shows a satisfactory 

improvisation.  

 

 
Fig. 10: Precision Comparison. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Recall Comparison. 

 

 
Fig. 12: Accuracy Comparison. 

 

Fig. 10, 11 and 12 show a comparative evaluation of Precision, 

Recall and Accuracy measures. It depicts that with increasing 

number of data record the precision rate is low in case of WDC-

KABC and recall rate is also higher in comparison to the PRC. 

The utilization of DOM knowledge helps to classifies the 

documents more precise and improves the precision and show low 

recall rate in comparison. Even in comparison to the accuracy, it 

shows an average of 15% higher accuracy results in comparison to 

the existing WDC-KABC. As the number of data records 

increases the number of classification feature also increases which 

generate ambiguity for WDC-KABC for identifying the correct 

class causing the reduction of accuracy in compared to PRC, as it 

takes the advantage of the feature in form DOM knowledge to 

classify document more precise and in such improve the accuracy. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper proposed a Probability Relevance Classification (PRC) 

approach to overcome the challenges and limitation of automatic 

classification and conceptual knowledge construction for various 

domains. The PRC approach classifies the information based on 

“Semantic Terms Similarity method" and classification depending 

on modified "Naive Bayes method" using Domain Ontology Mod-

el (DOM).The Semantic classification performs relevance associa-

tion computation to relate the semantic relevancy. This approach 

accounts to find the association among the information terms of 

metadata and ontology service. The experimental evaluation is 

performed using synthetic and Reuter-21578 datasets to measure 

the precision, recall and accuracy rate. In comparison to the exist-

ing classification approaches , the proposed PRC outperforms with 

25% higher accuracy. The contribution of DOM knowledge con-

struction for accurate classification satisfies the required need for 

the future search techniques. Even the obtained precision and re-

call rate is satisfactory for relevancy and top-n document have 

shown a satisfactory improvisation. In future, it can be integrated 

with the various domain systems in big data framework to im-

prove the effectiveness. 
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